Designed by and for
Law Enforcement
Professionals

For Crash and Crime Investigations

On-site training by law enforcement
professionals available in North America
and through Carlson dealers worldwide

Specifications
■

Extensive vehicle database, current up to 2016 – includes a
complete library of vehicle dimensions, makes, and models

■

Ability to draw vehicles to scale based on two shots or known
points for both damaged and undamaged vehicles; complete
graphics based on a minimum of field measurements

■

“Symbol Library” for both accident and crime scenes that
features most-used features like evidence points, poles, and
fire hydrants in addition to trees, road signs, etc.

■

Simplified and easy-to-use line and feature codes to speed
information entry

■

Ability to save and use a “Scene Template” for locations
prone to repeat accidents or crimes,

■

One easy-to-comprehend menu to minimize scrolling and
searching and ease crash/crime input

■

Will draw thickened lines for features such as skid marks, lane
separation lines, stop lines, pedestrian crossings, and more

■

Simplified method to set up total station for scene
documentation with rod heights easy-to-configure and -select
when taking measurements

■

Prepares crash scene data in reports based on car make and
model

■

Enhanced support for new Carlson Surveyor2 data collector
in addition to supporting all major brands of data collectors
and most Total Stations or Robotic Total Stations

Run CSI Mobile
on rugged, reliable
Carlson Surveyor2

Carlson CSI Mobile is designed to work
the way law enforcement agencies work,
utilizing the terminology and descriptions
required.
■
■

■
■
■

Easy to learn and use
Made to significantly reduce road
closure time at accident scenes
Extensive and up-to-date vehicle library
All commands appear in one menu
Creates complete reports and graphics
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Since 1983

®

...For the Total Project

Carlson Software offers supporting hardware
manufactured to its exacting specifications to be
used with and enhance its CSI Mobile software.
Carlson Surveyor2 data collector:
designed to withstand the
harshest conditions and
provides superb durability when
dropped or exposed to extreme
cold or heat. Provides greater
memory and data storage, fast
processing, and significantly
improved Bluetooth range —
up to 1500 feet. Its QWERTY
keyboard has large buttons for
easy data entry, enhanced
battery power with 20+ hours
of runtime, and a larger,
brighter display, providing
excellent visibility in any lighting
conditions.

“This was taken
April 2015 during a
blizzard-type snow
storm and the
system was being
utilized collecting
data from a 42-car
pile-up. The data
collector worked
great.”
– Captain Tom Pritchard
Crash Team Supervisor
Wyoming Highway
Patrol

The police might not have discovered Carlson yet,
but that’s going to change… Visit us at IACP, booth #1850
or email Mike Flamm at mflamm@carlsonsw.com

CR2/CR5 robotic total station:
leading edge technology
enables users to
minimize crash/crime
data collection time
while maintaining the
highest accuracy. Quick
to set up with
easy-to-use functions.

Panasonic FZ-M1 rugged PC: the world’s
®
thinnest and lightest fully- rugged 7” Windows
tablet, built to enable mobile productivity
without compromise.
Features a long life,
user-replaceable
battery and a
daylight-readable,
high-sensitivity multi
touchscreen for use
with heavy gloves.
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